EverPrime®
Simply Add It...and Forget It!

• Eliminates odors in facilities
• Great for empty, abandoned buildings
• No evaporation / Biodegradable
• Cost effective - $2.30 a fill!
• Pays for itself on the first call!

WORKS GREAT IN:
• Floor, Shower Drains / HVAC / Condensate Drains
• Plumbing Fixtures / Drains with Broken Trap Primers

Stock #1514, quart size
Stock #1501, gallon size

KEY FEATURES:
- Eliminates Dangerous Sewer Odors
- Long Lasting - No Evaporation
- Freeze Point is -22°F
- Biodegradable
- Saves Man Hours and Call Backs
- Improves IAQ

TYPICAL APPLICATIONS:
- Educational Facilities
- Hospitals / Hospitality
- Stadiums / Venues
- Vacated Buildings & Apartments
- Vacation Rentals / Cabins
- RV’s, Boats, Platforms
- Maintenance/Service/
  Pest Control Providers
- Mobile / Modular

DIRECTIONS FOR USE:

BUILDING SIDE ONLY:
Pour 1 gallon of water into the drain
and then add EverPrime®:
  • For traps up to 2” - add 3 oz. EverPrime®
  • For traps, 3” or 4” - add 6 oz. EverPrime®

OR

BUILDING SIDE & DRAIN SIDE:
Pour 1 quart of EverPrime® into an empty gallon plastic water jug. Add water to within 3” from top. Shake the jug vigorously and quickly pour mixed liquid into drain to fill trap seal. EverPrime® will settle on both sides of drain as shown.

Note: Large quantities of water entering the trap may flush out EverPrime® in trap. Simply refill when needed.